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(SH166.0) RETURN OF THE
DARWIN
(Y207) by Christopher J. Cafiero, Texas

In Y195, the Galactic Survey Cruiser/Light Carrier Dar-
win, under the command of Captain William Garth, discovered
the secret of the Andromedan Rapid Transport Network (RTN)
by clandestinely observing the arrival and departure of several
Andromedan ships at a satellite base and intensively scan-
ning the emissions. Before it could report these findings back
to Star Fleet Command, the Darwin struck a temporal rift and
was hurled 12 years into the future.

The Darwin emerged some 20,000 parsecs from her origi-
nal position, badly damaged, and less than 1,000 kilometers
from a Federation squadron.

After establishing communications with the nearby Fed-
eration ships, Garth was able to determine that they were act-
ing as a delaying force against a powerful new Andromedan
unit that was proceeding on a direct course to the heart of the
Federation.

A quick exchange of data between Garth and Commo-
dore David St. John-Smythe, commanding the 3rd Battle
Squadron (X-ships), revealed that the loss of the Darwin’s RTN
data had delayed the Galactic Alliance’s “Operation Unity” of-
fensive by some three years, leading to its ultimate defeat and
allowing the Andromedans to field their dreaded Devastator-
class battleships (one of which had just destroyed the Klingon
Invincible in battle near Klinshai).

Garth and St. John-Smythe quickly reached agreement.
The Darwin must reenter the temporal rift so as to allow “Unity”
to be launched earlier. The 3rd Battle Squadron would provide
cover for her to execute repairs to do so. Assigning the X-frig-
ate Rickover to cover the Darwin, St. John-Smythe led the
outgunned squadron, the last operational reserve of the Star
Fleet, into a desperate battle against the onrushing
Andromedan battleship to change (or restore?) the history.

(SH166.1) NUMBER OF PLAYERS: 2; the Federation player
and the Andromedan player.

(SH166.2) INITIAL SETUP
TERRAIN: Temporal rift in hex 1015, map A (use any ter-

rain marker).
FEDERATION: CX Masada, DDX Constellation, DDX

Essex, FFX Dreyfus, FFX North, SCS Canaris, all within five
hexes of hex 4215, heading at the Federation player’s option,
Speed Max, WS-III.

GSC+ Darwin, (6xF-18C) in hex 0719, heading B, Speed
1, WS-I. See (SH166.46).

FFX Rickover within five hexes of 0719, heading at the
Federation player’s option, Speed 4, WS-III.

ANDROMEDAN: DEV Caligula (2xMamba, 3xCobra,
1xTerminator, 1xEel, and 1xMedium Energy Module), Set up
anywhere in the 42xx hexrow of map B, heading E or F, Speed
Max, WS-III.

(SH166.3) LENGTH OF SCENARIO: The scenario continues
until all forces belonging to one side have been destroyed,
captured, disengaged, or the Darwin enters the temporal rift.

(SH166.4) SPECIAL RULES
(SH166.41) MAP: Use a floating map, but track the location of
the temporal rift. The starting map is two standard map sheets
with the 42xx edge of map sheet A abutting the 01xx edge of
map sheet B. The Federation units can only disengage in di-
rections E or F. The Andromedan units can only disengage in
directions B or C. Units which disengage in unauthorized di-
rections or areas are considered destroyed.
(SH166.42) SHUTTLES AND PFs: All shuttles and PFs have
warp booster packs. Megapacks are not available.

(SH166.421) If using the optional MRS shuttles, the CX
and DDXs have one X-MRS and the GSC+ has a non-X
MRS.
(SH166.422) There are no fighters in this scenario. In a
variant in which large numbers of fighters are present, use
the standard deployment patterns (one EWF for each
squadron of eight or more fighters) for EW fighters if de-
sired.
(SH166.423) There are no PFs in the basic version of this
scenario. In a variation (i.e., non-Federation), they might
be added as full flotillas or as casual PFs.

(SH166.43) COMMANDER’S OPTION ITEMS
(SH166.431) Each ship can purchase additional or spe-

cial equipment as Commander’s Option Items (e.g., T-bombs,
extra Marines, etc.) up to 20% of its Combat BPV. See (S3.2)
for details and exceptions. Note that whatever is spent here
counts in the Standard Victory Conditions (S2.2) as Victory
Points for the enemy.

(SH166.432) All drones are “fast,” i.e., Speed 32.
Each drone-armed ship can purchase special drones up

to the historical percentages appropriate to that empire as part
of the Commander’s Option Items. Note that (S3.2) allows drone
ships extra points for this purpose.

(SH166.433) If players wish to use the optional rules for
Prime Teams (G32.0), the CX, GSC+, and the DEV each nor-
mally carry one such team.
(SH166.44) REFITS: The Darwin has the plus, Y175, and AWR
refits.
(SH166.45) TEMPORAL RIFT: The goal of this scenario is for
the entrance of the Darwin into the temporal rift, but the rift can
only be entered at irregular times.

(SH166.451) At the end of each turn during the Final
Records Stage, the Federation player rolls one die and
notes the total (this roll is made in full view of the
Andromedan player). If the running total of these rolls
equals or exceeds 25 at the beginning of a turn, the Dar-
win can enter the temporal rift and return to its own time.
(SH166.452) If the Darwin fails to enter the rift when eli-
gible, the running total is reset to zero and begins again.
(SH166.453) The temporal rift cannot be entered unless
the condition in (SH166.451) is met. Treat the hex as a
tournament barrier. Any  ship that enters the rift with the
Darwin is assumed destroyed for victory purposes.
(SH166.454) The temporal  rift has no effect on direct fire
through its hex or seeking weapons which move through
its hex. It exists only for the purposes of the Darwin’s be-
ing able to enter it.

(SH166.46) DARWIN: The Darwin was slightly damaged in the
trip through the temporal rift. To represent this damage, the
Darwin is assumed to start with critical hit #12 (Warp engine
controls jammed). The Federation player may begin rolling to
repair this normally (D8.31) at the end of Turn #1.
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(SH166.5) VICTORY CONDITIONS: The Andromedans were
unaware of the importance of the Darwin, but wanted to de-
stroy the 3rd Battle Squadron and were always eager to knock
out a survey ship. They use the Standard Victory Conditions
(S2.20), but receive a 100-point bonus each if they destroy the
Masada and the Darwin. The Federation wins if the Darwin
enters the temporal rift; all other considerations are rendered
irrelevant under the circumstances.

(SH166.6) VARIATIONS: The scenario can be played again
under different conditions by making one or more of the follow-
ing changes:
(SH166.61) Substitute an X-squadron and survey ship from a
different empire. Casual PFs might be added to the survey
ship of the X-squadron.
(SH166.62) Allow the Andromedan player to select his own
loadout of satellite ships.
(SH166.63) For a smaller and faster battle, use a scout in place
of the GSC with 2xDDX and 2xFFX as the X-squadron against
a Dominator or Intruder wih appropriate satellite ships.
(SH166.64) Since this is an alternate history where the
Andromedan war dragged on, perhaps the Federation would
have completed its own battleship design. Replace the X-
squadron with a BB, CB, 2xNCA, 3xDW, and and NSC.

(SH166.7) BALANCE: The scenario can be balanced between
players of different skill levels by one or more of the following:
(SH166.71) Change one of the FFXs to a DDX, or one of the
DDXs to an FFX.
(SH166.72) Add an Anaconda scout to the Andromedan force.
(SH166.73) Delete one or more satellite ships from the Devas-
tator, or an FFX from the Federation.

(SH166.8) TACTICS
FEDERATION: It would be nice if the Andromedans did

not know how important the Darwin was, but the Andromedan
player (unlike the Andromedan commander in the real battle)
has read the scenario introduction, and the Darwin will be the
centerpiece of the battle. Remember that your entire X-ship
force is expendable if the Darwin can get through the rift, so
concentrate on that mission an that mission alone. Get be-
tween the Andromedans and the Darwin, and make it expen-
sive for any of their ships to reach the goal. You need “weapon
kills,” so do not waste firepower on a ship that cannot hurt the
Darwin. You cannot deter the Andromedans; you cannot “make
them pay.” You can only pull their teeth.

ANDROMEDAN: You have two choices to make. Ignore
the Darwin and simply enjoy an unparalleled opportunity to
destroy X-ships, or ignore them and lunge for the Darwin as
your first objective. Once the Darwin is destroyed, hunt down
and kill the X-ships, but realize that they will then be free to
maneuver.

(SH166.9) PLAYTESTERS COMMENTS: This is the largest
scenario in Module X1 and is best played as an enormous
slugfest. It is, however, the ultimate expression of what X-ships
can do, and why they were built.
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(SH166.X) DESIGNER’S NOTES: This is a good excuse to
get the Devastator into a historical battle. It is also a scenario
to showcase the incredible firepower of a true X-squadron and
demonstrate why they were needed to halt the Andromedan
conquest. The idea is to create some reason for the X-ships to
halt the Devastator in its tracks rather than simply slug it out in
an standard battle. It provides a basis for an interesting “what
if” scenario.

HISTORICAL OUTCOME: The Darwin did return, after the
sacrifice of the Federation squadron. The reports of the dismal
future did more to bring the Galactic Powers together to defeat
the Andromedans then anything else, although these reports
were known only at the highest levels of each of the Galactic
governments.


